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I decided it was time to develop a 

"pretty & easy" 

Sales Funnel Model 

to follow & share it with you! 

 

As a pretty reminder to 

 "fall in love" 

with the process 

of making Sales happen 

from your Sales Funnel! 

Making it a FUN - funnel! 

 

As opposed to something you 

 dread having to learn about in your 

Business! 

 

I have developed this model from 

over 20 years of 

Professional Sales & Marketing Training in 

the Fashion industry & Recruitment & 

Training Industry & owning 

3 Businesses myself as a 

Therapist - Retreat Planner & 

Business & Mindset Mentor 

 

Print it out & pin it 

on your vision board - 

so you can easily refer to it! 

Its 3 pages of essential tips! 
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Your PRETTY & EASY 

Step By Step Guide! 
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1.    Awareness:

2.    Interest:

3.    Decision:

4.    Action:

learn more

wow
 !

Stage 1 - When someone first 

hears about your product, your brand or your 

service, or meets you - in person or online!  

Make sure you make a GOOD first impression so 

they remember you!

Stage 2  - when that same person visit's 

your website or social media accounts to learn more 

about your brand, your product, your service, your 

price & about you! 

ie: Facebook - Instagram - LinkedIn - Pinterest - 

Twitter - YouTube etc

Stage 3 - when that same person wants to weigh up 

what you offer on-line by reading your Case Studies, 

Testimonials.  Have you appeared in Print Media, or on 

TV.  Have you written a Book, or they  

listen to your Podcast, watch you on Video, Facebook 

LIVE, or on Youtube  Do you have proven Strategies & 

Formula's, proof from Clients & Collaborators. Do you 

have Endorsements of your product, Do you have 

Sponsorship etc etc etc its all about building TRUST 

before they decide to purchase from you.

Stage 4 - Make sure your Payment & Sales & Sign-Up 

process is EASY, quick, and logical for them to make a 

purchase from you, or to Sign-Up via your Opt-In. If it's 

clunky and dosen't flow logically, you may lose their 

interest and hence lose them as a follower or lead, or 

much worse, lose a Sale!
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What are the 4 Stages of a Sales Funnel?
See My Example Below of a Problem In Your Sales Funnel & How To Fix it! 

Stage 1.   Top of the Funnel - Awareness
Awareness is best described as a combination of ways that gets your business in front of an 

audience ie: any group of people via the public domain - networking events - or most 

commonly these days is via online presence - social media, advertising, content marketing, 

video, podcasts, and email.   Traditional methods include, print advertising, direct mail, & 

mentions in the press.  Plus in person methods include: word of mouth, networking events, or 

professional membership organisations are also important key elements of building your 

brand and business.

The most effective method of metric testing is to test if the top of your funnel (Stage 1) is 

working -  by the number of visitors to your website.    

So what is your goal on getting a "good amount" of traffic to your website - consistently?    

How do you do that?  Yes, its a very tricky question to ask!    

Here's a better question to ask yourself - "is my website traffic growing" over "xyz" amount of 

weeks - months - years?     If you see growth - that is fantastic!   If you dont see any growth over 

"xyz" weeks - months - years there is most likely an issue with the top (Stage 1) of your Sales 

Funnel ie: not enough AWARENESS of your Business! 

Example: 
Stage 1 - Your Sales Funnel isnt working!

Signs your Sales Funnel (Stage 1 - AWARENESS ) is not working: 

 Is when a Business has a high number of website visitor's - BUT 

approx. 30% of their website visitors - are only signing up for 

your FREE Consultation. 

& how to fix it!
There are a few ways to fix it - in basic terms you need to 

drive more website visitors to your website.    

One way to do that - is to do a "local area", pay per click campaign to drive 

additional traffic to your website & to start writing relevant content marketing that pick's 

up your SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) words people search on when they type into 

Google or other Search Engine's to find products and service's. 
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